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Turkish Dictionary

Industrial Engineering

Frontend Mentor Challenges

Front End Web Development Bootcamp

Collaborated with a team of four to develop a dynamic Learning App in the final project of the Recoded Bootcamp
• Utilized React with Next.js for leveraging Server Side Rendering
• Implemented the git workflow, GitHub projects for task management, and Agile Methodology for project management
• Implemented Next-Intl for internationalization and Next-Auth for authenticating users
• Used AWS Cloud for storing pictures, MongoDB and Mongoose for storing users and courses

Solved 12 real-life project challenges which helped me to practice and improve my skills further during the bootcamp.

• Working on these projects continuously allowed me to grasp the fundamental concepts of HTML, CSS and JavaScript
quickly and permanently.
• Improved my time management and working under pressure skills by setting deadlines for the challenges

• Completed English prep school successfully first year.
• Used to be a member of various student clubs like Culture and Literature Club. Later on, I shifted my focus to software
development.

A self-taught Web Developer who loves being helpful, creative, and solution-oriented. It all started as a hobby in 2022, then
became my passion, and the reason for shifting my whole focus to software development. Lately, I've been enjoying coding in
TypeScript, although I do have experience with C#

Created a new dictionary website by integrating the official TDK dictionary API, addressing key feature gaps through
the incorporation of client-side routing with Angular 16.
• Gained expertise encompasses Angular Routing
• Implemented HTTP Interceptors for caching
• Creation of dynamic Dark-Light Mode Theme with accompanying animations

A bootcamp that emphasizes teamwork and self-learning, providing skills in frontend development and fostering personal
growth as a team member
• Completed Flatiron School courses to improve soft skills like communication in business, providing feedback and more.
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